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A B S T R A C T   

Harmful algae blooms (HABs) are a conspicuous phenomenon that affect the coastal zone 
worldwide. Aquaculture industry zones are not excluded from being affected by HAB that cause 
organism mortality and jeopardize their innocuity due to the contamination by phytotoxins with 
the concomitant economic losses. Direct ingestion of metabolites from HAB species or organisms 
contaminated with phycotoxins together with dermal absorption of dissolved metabolites (DM), 
including toxins, are the two main routes of poisoning. From these poisoning routes, the effect of 
DM, particularly paralytic shellfish toxins (PST), has been relatively understudied. This intoxi-
cation route can be conspicuous and could be involved in many significant mortalities of culti-
vated marine organisms. In this study, white shrimp juveniles (2.1 g wet weight) of Litopenaeus 
vannamei were exposed to extracts of 104, 105 and 106 cells/L of the dinoflagellate Gymnodinium 
catenatum, a PST producer. The experiment ended after 17 h of exposure when shrimps exposed to 
106 cells/L extract started to die and the rest of the shrimps, from this and other treatments, did 
not respond to gentle physical stimulus and their swimming activity was low and erratic. Toxin 
concentrations were determined using high performance liquid chromatography while qualitative 
and quantitative histological damages were assessed on the tissues. In general, most toxins were 
accumulated in the hepatopancreas where more than 90% were found. Other tissues such as 
intestine, muscle, and gills contained less than 10% of toxins. Compared to the control, the main 
significative tissue damages were, loss of up to 80% of the nerve cord, 40% of the muscle 
coverage area, and reduction of the gill lamella width. Also, atrophy in hepatopancreas was 
observed, manifested by a decrease in the height of B cells, lumen degeneration and thinning of 
tubules. Some damages were more evident when shrimps were exposed to higher concentrated 
extracts of G. catenatum, however, not all damages were progressive and proportional to the 
extract concentration. These data confirm that PST dissolved enter the shrimp, possibly via the 
gills, and suggest that dissolved metabolites, including PST, may cause tissue damage. Other 
dissolved metabolites produced by G. catenatum, alone or in synergy, may also be involved. These 
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results also pointed out the importance of dissolved molecules produced for this dinoflagellate 
and the potential effect on cultured shrimp.   

1. Introduction 

Aquatic micro-organisms produce a wide range of metabolites with various biological actions. One of the most known metabolites 
is the saxitoxin and its analogs, collectively named paralytic shellfish toxins (PST). This family of molecules blocks the sodium channel 
in humans and other organisms [1] causing the interruption of the nervous signal transmission. Analogs of PST are produced by many 
dinoflagellates and bacteria which are present worldwide and, in some areas, lead to harmful algae blooms (HABs). According to some 
hypothesis, PST molecules can function as allelopathic metabolites, pheromones, nitrogen storage, and participate in the chromosome 
structural organization [2]. Concerning fisheries and aquaculture, PST have been affecting these industries resulting in an imple-
mentation of monitoring programs for food safety [3,4]. In some areas, however, cost benefit analyses for management and exploi-
tation of mollusks are not balanced, having low or null cost benefits and economically unable to be exploited [5]. 

World farmed shrimp production in 2019 reached more than 7.7 million tons, representing a value of over 33 billion US dollars, and 
was mainly produced in Asia and Latin America [6]. Pacific white shrimp (Litopenaeus vannamei) is the top shrimp species of com-
mercial importance. The annual global yield of L. vannamei reached 4.4 million tons, accounting for 80% of the total cultured shrimp 
production [6]. Although there is no report on the global HAB incidence and problems in shrimp farms, according to the analysis of 
Mann [3] in shrimp cultures in Australia, episodes of significant stock losses on farms were potentially misdiagnosed and attributed to 
other causes, particularly diseases, when in fact disease was a secondary consequence to HAB blooms [3]. The presence of dissolved 
metabolites (DM) in the aquatic environment, such as those produced by HAB could also contribute to misdiagnose since, as the in case 
of PST and bioactive extracellular compounds [7], they are challenging to extract from the aqueous medium [8]. This problematic 
could be ubiquitous in many countries. Thus, dissolved HAB compounds can be found in nearby shrimp cultures or hatcheries and 
transported into the water source, despite the use of filtration systems. Exudates or cells rupture in the water supply and filter systems 
also contribute to increase the dissolved fraction facilitating the entrance towards the facilities. Further, the ineffective control of water 
quality in the input system of aquaculture ponds may also contribute to the intake of dissolved metabolites [9]. This suggests that 
besides nocive algae species, DM are conspicuous in the aquatic environment, and that in aquaculture ponds during a HAB, they can 
increase their presence during the bloom decadence due to phytoplankton mortality. It is known that waterborne toxins like okadaic 
acid and dinophysistoxin-1, can be assimilated by shellfish thru passive absorption (reviewed in Ref. [10]) and in the case of PST, affect 
locomotion and cause tissue damage impairing their function and, in some cases, causing mortality [11–14]. 

The relationship between the presence of HAB events and shrimp mortality in Mexican coasts has been reported [15]. The dino-
flagellate G. catenatum is one of the main recurrent bloom forming species in the Mexican Pacific coast [16,17] suggesting that its PST 
or other metabolites could be involved in shrimp mortalities. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to present quantitative 
results of histological damages of dissolved extracts of the PST producer G. catenatum on juveniles of the white shrimp L. vannamei 
(Boone, 1931). The main goal of this study was to determine if waterborne PST enter and cause damages to the shrimp tissues. The 
objectives were to (1) determine the PST uptake and their concentration in diverse organs, (2) evaluate shrimp behavioral impacts to 
the DM exposure, and (3) assess quantitatively the histological damages of DM exposure on shrimp organs. Results show significant 
histological damages of DM in shrimp organs. 

2. Material and methods 

2.1. Dissolved metabolites 

Gymnodinium catenatum strain LC62, isolated from coastal water of Lázaro Cardenas, Michoacán (Mexico) by M.C. Rodríguez 
Palacio, was cultured in three 2 L flasks containing 1.5 L of modified GSe medium, under culture conditions described previously [18]. 
Cells in mid-exponential growth phase were collected in 50 mL centrifuge tubes and concentrated by centrifugation at 5000 rpm for 15 
min in a normal centrifuge; the humid cell pellet was sonicated (35 kHz) for 5 min in an ice bath and clarified by centrifugation (3000 
rpm) for 5 min. The above procedures were repeated for each flask until all the culture extract was obtained. Extracts were stored in a 
freezer (− 20 ◦C) until experimentation. To determine the number of cells of each extract, a 2 mL aliquot (duplicate) was taken prior to 
the extract procedure; cells were fixed with Lugol solution and counted in a 1 mL Sedgewick-Rafter chamber. Also, a 10 mL sample of 
each flask was filtered through a GF/F filter to analysis the G. catenatum PST toxin content (described below). Once obtained the 
G. catenatum cell extract was kept in a 50 mL flask and stored − 40 ◦C. 

2.2. Paralytic shellfish toxins 

The toxin profile of the strain, was determined by high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) with fluorescence detection 
according to Refs. [19,20], and was composed by N-sulfocarbamoyl analogs B1/2 and C1/2 as the most abundant analogs, with an 
average content in molar basis of 70% followed by decarbamoyl analogs (dcNEO, dcGTX2/3, and dcSTX) with 29%, and minor 
percentages of GTX2/3 (0.31% molar basis) (Fig. S1). Cell toxin content was 218.3 pg and average cell toxicity, based on toxin analogs 
contents and the toxicity equivalent factors [21] was 30 ± 7.14 pg STXeq. 
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2.3. Shrimp-dinoflagellates bioassays 

Juveniles of L. vannamei (weight: 2.64 ± 0.44 g; length: 7.81 ± 0.44 cm) were obtained from a local shrimp farm (Blue Genetic, 
Mexico) and were placed in a 50 L tank at laboratory conditions (temperature of 23 ◦C, oxygen supplied with bubble stones, and food 
supply) for 24 h. From these shrimps, 10 organisms were placed in a 5 L plastic bottle with 3.33 L of seawater (3 org/L), and an extract 
equivalent to 106 cells/L of G. catenatum/L (106 hereafter) was added. Before the experiment, the pooled extract was thawed at 
ambient temperature, and resuspended in distilled water to obtain an extract with a density of 106 cell/mL. As a control, organisms 
without the dinoflagellate extract were used. A second and third exposure bioassay were simultaneously done in another set of bottles 
with the addition of extracts equivalent to 104 and 105 cells/L of G. catenatum, respectively (104 and 105 hereafter). All 104, 105, and 
106 bioassays were done in triplicate. According to the estimated cell toxicity of G. catenatum (30 pg STXeq/cell), these extracts 
contained 0.3, 3.0, and 30.0 μg STXeq/L for the extracts of 104, 105, and 106, respectively. The experiment ended after 17 h of exposure 
when two shrimps exposed to the highest G. catenatum extract died and the remaining shrimps did not respond to gentle physical 
stimulus (pipette touch), and their swimming activity was slow and erratic. During the experiment no food was supplied. 

Seven organisms from each treatment were dissected to separate gills, hepatopancreas, stomach, and muscle. This procedure was 
done on a cold steel plate to avoid tissue warming. In a previously weighted Eppendorf tube, each tissue was pooled, except the muscle, 
to have enough material for PST analyses. In the case of the muscle, only a section of the tail tissue of each organism was pooled to 
obtain ~2.0 g of tissue. Each pooled tissue was weighted and used for PST analysis. The remaining three organisms were injected with 
Davidson solution and kept in a flask containing Davidson solution for 24 h, according to Ref. [22]. These organisms were used for 
histological analysis (see below). Dissection and pooled tissues samples of the exposed shrimps was also done for the control 
organisms. 

2.4. PST extraction and analysis 

PST were extracted by adding a solution of 2000 μl of 0.05 M acetic acid to each tissue sample, disrupted with a Microson XL 
ultrasonic cell disruptor (Misonix, Farmingdale, NY, USA) for 60 s on an ice bath. Extracts were centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 10 min and 
filtered with 13 mm diameter syringe filters (0.22 mm pore size PVDF Millex membrane) to remove particulate material. Only muscle 
and HP tissues that were hand macerated. To assure a better toxin extraction in tissues, additional 2.0 mL of acetic acid were added to 
each pooled tissue and the cleaning procedure was repeated. Both extracts were pooled. Extracts from all tissues were lyophilized. 

Lyophilized tissues were resuspended in 400 μL of 0.03 M of acetic acid and analyzed by HPLC with fluorescence detection ac-
cording to Refs. [19,20]. It is important to point out that this method has a drawback to resolve complex toxin profile particularly when 
new analogs are present in the sample or their standards are not available [23]. Also, dcNEO and NEO have the same retention time in 
this method and therefore are not separated. However, according to Ref. [23], this G. catenatum strain does not produce NEO, so the 
corresponding chromatogram peak in this study was assumed to be dcNEO. Detection and quantification limits, based on the chro-
matogram peak height, base and noise signals of each toxin standard are shown in Table 1. Total toxicity in each tissue, in μg STXeq/kg 
wet weight, was calculated by using the toxicity equivalency factors [21] and the concentration of each analog. 

2.5. Histological tissue treatment 

2.5.1. Sampling 
At the end of the experiment, three fixed shrimp were taken from each container and treatment. From each organism, the transverse 

dissection of the middle region of the cephalothorax was performed to obtain a longitudinal section that included the hepatopancreas 
[22]. The cephalothorax was placed on histocassettes. 

2.5.2. Tissue processing 
Tissues were dehydrated in ethanol, cleared in xylene, infiltrated and embedded in paraffin, sectioned (4.0 μm), and stained with 

Harris hematoxylin-eosin [24] for histological analysis. The histological slides were mounted in permanent medium of synthetic resin 

Table 1 
Limit of detection and quantification in the equipment used.  

PST analog LOD LOQ 

STX 6.6 22.3 
dcSTX 14.1 47.0 
NEO 1119.1 3730.5 
GTX 2 37.1 123.8 
GTX 3 42.0 140.1 
dcGTX 2 48.2 160.9 
dcGTX 3 45.8 152.9 
dcNeo 37.1 123.8 

STX, saxitoxin; dcSTX, decarbamoil STX, NeoSTX, neosaxitoxin; GTX, gonyau-
toxin; dcGTX, decarbamoil gonyautoxin; dcNeo, decarbamoil neosaxitoxin. LOD, 
Limit of detection (ng/mL); LOQ, limit of quantification (ng/L). 
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Entellan®. The histological structures of each tissue were observed under a microscope OLYMPUS BX41 at magnifications of 10, 20, 
40, and 100×. 

2.5.3. Quantitative evaluation 
Observation of slides for histological analysis was performed on an Olympus BX41 light-field microscope and images were digitized 

using a Nikon Digital Sight DS-Ri1 digital microscope camera®. Microphotographs of the tissues were analyzed and digitalized at 
magnifications of 10, 20 and 40× using the Image Pro Premier software (version 9.0) Olympus-Media Cybernetics®. The numerical 
values of the coverture (area in μm2) of the muscle and nerve cord were obtained from the digitized images. Height of B cells were 
obtained from three sections of the hepatopancreas from digitized images at 40×, measuring the heights from the basal region (in 
contact with the basement membrane) to the apical region (free edge) where the lumen is found. 

2.5.4. Statistical analysis 
Data analyses were performed separately for each organ (hepatopancreas, intestine, gills, and muscle). The three treatments in-

tegrated the fixed factor, and the different plastic flasks used as a replica of the same treatment were considered a random factor. A 
priori Shapiro-Wilk and Barlett’s tests were applied to confirm the normal frequency distribution and homogeneity of variances of the 
data. Factorial analyses of variance (ANOVA) were used to evaluate the effect of treatments. The values in area (μm2) expressed in % 
were transformed to arcsine function (arcsine √P) before analysis, but data are reported untransformed, as mean ± standard error. In 
cases where significant differences were found a Tukey test (HSD) post hoc analysis means comparison was used [25]. All analyzes 
were performed using Statistica software 8.0 (StatSoft Inc., Tulsa, UK). In all comparative analysis among exposed data and exposed 
versus control data a P < 0.05 was considered as statistically significant. 

3. Results 

3.1. Behavioral observations 

Four distinct behavioral acts were observed at glance in the organisms exposed to the extracts of G. catenatum when compared with 
the control treatment: Erratic swimming, disorientation (inability to maintain an upright position in the water column), surface 
swimming, approach to air bubbles and air stones. In the first case, organisms were swimming in one direction and suddenly they 
would turn and swim in the opposite direction. Disorientation refers to shrimp swimming with their legs upwards or sideways. Surface 
swimming refers to shrimp swimming towards the surface, settling passively at the bottom and returning once again to the surface. It 
was also common to observe shrimp approaching and remaining close to or resting on the air stones. These behaviors were more 
evident with the highest G. catenatum extract. Towards the end of the experiment, particularly in the 106 treatment, several organisms 
were immobile resting on the bottom and did not respond to gentle disturbing with a pipette. No mortalities were observed in 104 and 
105 treatments after 17 h. Similarly, no mortality was observed in the control treatment and no abnormal behavior was observed. 

3.2. Toxin profile and toxicity in shrimp tissues 

Eight toxin analogs were recorded in the tissues: Three from the decarbamoyl (decarbamoyl saxitoxin and decarbamoyl gonyau-
toxin 2/3), two from the carbamoyl (Gonyautoxin 2/3) and three from the less potent sulfocarbamoyl analogs B1 and C1/2 (Table S1). 
Concerning the HP, the analogs GTX2/3 were the most abundant (more than 36%), followed by decarbamoyl analogs dcGTX2/3 in the 
104 and 105 treatments. In the 106 treatment, the C-toxin contributed to 39% of the total toxin content, followed by GTX and dcGTX 
toxins. 

The contents of the saxitoxin analogs found in muscle, dcGTX and GTX, are roughly similar to toxins found in the HP. In the case of 
the intestine, sulfocarbamoyl analogs were more abundant (49% in the 104 and 106 and 51% in the 105 treatment). In the gills the toxin 
analogs were also dominated by dc and GTX toxins in the 104 and 106 treatments. Interestingly, no toxins were detected in the 105 

treatment. 
When weight values are standardized by considering the molecular weight and expressed as molar percentage (% molar), 

contribution of B and C analogs were lower than 32% in the HP in all the treatments. In muscle, decarbamoyl and carbamoyl analogs 
represented more than 50%. In the intestine, B toxins were the only analogs detected in the 104 and 106 treatments; in the 105 

treatment GTX2/3 was also detected and contributed with 63% to the total toxin content. 
Toxin analogs were (in a tissue weight basis) mainly found in the hepatopancreas (HP) and represented 92.4%, 85.1%, and 80.7% 

of the total toxins, for the 104, 105, and 106 treatments, respectively. An increase of the toxin content in the HP with the increase of 
dissolved toxins exposed is also evident (from 961.6 to 1661.6 μg/kg), however this toxin increase was not statistically significant. In 
the gills, intestine, and muscle, there was no clear pattern in the toxin content with respect to extract concentration (Table S1). 

Most toxins were accumulated in the hepatopancreas in all the treatments being the organ with the highest toxicity that ranged 
between 217.7 and 312.2 μg STXeq/kg (Table S1). Toxicity varies in other tissues and was less than 10% of the total toxic percentage 
except for the treatment of 106 where gills contained 37.3% and the muscle 12.2% of the total toxicity. 
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3.3. Histological damages 

3.3.1. Hepatopancreas 
All organisms exposed to the different concentrations of G. catenatum extracts showed alterations such as atrophy and delamination 

and thinning of tubules. These damages are more evident as dissolved cell content increases as noted in the HP exposed to the highest 
concentration (Fig. S2). Necrosis, indicated by the decrease in the height of B cell [26] in organisms exposed to G. catenatum extracts 
showed a progressive decrease of the height that is proportional to the cell concentration extract at which they were exposed. Cell 
height diminished in 38%, 53% and 62% in the 104, 105, and 106 treatments, respectively, when compared with the control (Fig. 1). 

3.3.2. Muscle 
In the concentrations of 105 and 106 cel/L extract treatments, shrimps presented edema, alterations in the cell cytoplasm, necrosis, 

hemocyte infiltration and atrophy (Fig. S3). A statistically significant decrease was observed in the area of muscle coverture between 
the control and those from the extract treatments (Fig. 2). However, treatments of 104 and 105 cel/L shown not significant differences 
in the area of muscle coverture. 

3.3.3. Gills 
Gill atrophy, detected as a decrease in the width of the lamellae and thinning of the gill (Fig. S4), was evidenced in all treatments, 

but they were only significative (p < 0.05) in the treatment with the highest cell extract concentration with close to 40% of width 
thinning in relation to the control (Fig. 3). 

3.3.4. Nerve cord 
Clearly, a progressive loss of the nerve cord was evident (Fig. S5). Quantitatively, the nerve cord area diminished by 37% in 

treatments of 104 and 105 (no statistical difference between them), and it decreased to 80% in the 106 treatment with a significative (p 
< 0.05) difference in relation to the control (Fig. 4). 

4. Discussion 

The effect of dissolved metabolites (DMs) of G. catenatum, in experimental conditions, on juveniles of the white shrimp L. vannamei, 
one of the main fisheries and main marine cultures in many countries [6] was tested, to our best knowledge, for the first time. The 
experiment simulated the presence of environmental G. catenatum cell concentrations that seem to be ubiquitous when HABs occur [8], 
particularly in the Pacific Mexican coast [16,17,27]. Results clearly show that DMs, including PST, from this dinoflagellate are 
uptaken, incorporated in tissues, and induced important behavioral changes and tissues damages even at the lowest concentration of 
DM (104 treatment). Also, these DM induced death of L. vannamei in a relatively short time (17 h) at the higher concentration (106 

treatment). Although other metabolites can cause damages directly or in synergy with PST [28–33]. In the rest of the discussion, 
emphasis on the possible role of PST in the observed lesions will be considered since: a) PST have been demonstrated to affect other 
marine organisms [34–36,38] and cause partial immunity in bivalves [ [38–40], reviewed in Ref. [41]], b) no measurement of other 
metabolites (Reactive Oxygen Species -ROS, poli-unsaturated fatty acids -PUFA, bioactive extracellular compounds) were done in this 
study, and, c) there are no reports of the production of these metabolites for G. catenatum, except for superoxide production [31,42] 
and PUFA [43,44]. With these details, let us then examine the possible role of dissolved PSP, without discarding the effects or 
interaction with other metabolites, to explain our results. 

4.1. Behavioral observation 

Paralysis symptoms such as immobility, erratic swimming, and disorientation, have been observed in experiments with shrimp 

Fig. 1. Height (μm) of B cells of Litopenaeus vannamei hepatopancreas in the control and in 104, 105, and 106 treatments. Vertical bars: standard 
error. Different letters indicate statistical differences. 
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juveniles [45,46], brine shrimp [47], and in fish larvae [11–13] exposed to cells of G. catenatum or PST and agree with our obser-
vations. Paralysis seems to be a common feature when organisms are exposed to PST producer organisms [34,38,48] and could be a 
consequence of the PST pore-blocking in the sodium channel [1]. Also, PST injected intraperitoneally caused tissue damage [38,39,46] 
similar to our findings. Therefore, this study confirms that even dissolved PST and other metabolites produced by G. catenatum are 
uptaken, incorporated into the circulatory system and distributed to the different tissues of the shrimp L. vannamei causing several 
tissue damages and paralytic symptoms. In addition, this study adds the behavior of surface swimming, approach to air bubbles and air 
stones. 

4.2. Paralytic shellfish toxins 

Toxins often accumulate in bivalve tissues, mostly in the digestive gland [reviewed by Ref. [49]] and clearly shrimp also accu-
mulate toxins in the hepatopancreas (Table S1). It is also clear in the PST data that a biotransformation process is occurring together 

Fig. 2. Average area of muscle coverage (μm2) from Litopenaeus vannamei in control and in the 104, 105, and 106 treatments. Vertical bars: standard 
error. Different letters indicate statistical differences. 

Fig. 3. Lamella width (μm) of shrimp hepatopancreas in control and in 104, 105, and 106 treatments. The distinct letters indicate significant sta-
tistical differences. 

Fig. 4. Nerve cord coverage area (%), as the area of the tissue affected by edema/the total cord area x 100 (%), in control and in 104, 105, and 106 

treatments. The distinct letters indicate significant statistical differences. 
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with a differential retention and elimination of specific toxins. For instance, dinoflagellate extracts contained mostly toxins from the 
sulfocarbamoyl group (around 70% in a mol basis of B and C-types) while in the shrimp’s tissues these toxins had a minor contribution, 
and their contribution is tissue dependent without a clear pattern regarding the concentration of the extract. Processes such as epi-
merization, reduction, acid hydrolysis, and enzymatic hydrolysis are part of toxin metabolization in organisms [48,50,51]. The 
relevance of each process will depend on the tissue and the species [52]. Thus, for instance, some mollusks produce enzymes that acts 
on the carbamoyl group that lead to decarbamoyl analogs [48]. Strains of G. catenatum isolated from the Gulf of California are 
characterized by a high production of sulfocarbamoyl analogs, above 70% in a mol basis [23] therefore, the presence of more 
structurally complex analogs (B and C-types) also contribute to a high biotransformation as suggested by Ref. [48]. Another source of 
toxins involved in the biotransformation would be the benzoate analogs [53] since these analogs have been found in several 
G. catenatum strains isolated from Mexican waters [23]. Unfortunately, benzoyl analogs cannot be detected with the toxin detection 
method used in this study. 

4.3. Overall effect 

The effect of the cellular content on the shrimp tissues shows different quantitative damages suggesting diverse vulnerability or 
susceptibility. Thus, for instances HP shows a progressive damage, as shown by the decrease of the B cells height, from the lowest to the 
highest DM extract treatment; while in gills, nerve system and muscle, the damages were similar in both 104 and 105 treatments. 
Although saxitoxin and analogs exert their effect by binding directly to the voltage-dependent sodium channels in nerve and muscle 
cell membranes, they are relatively very stable [54]. Other molecules such as ROS have a lifetime in the scale of seconds to hours [55] 
and have a limited time to react with tissues. Therefore, damages are not dependent of the quantity of the extract because metabolites, 
such as ROS, are saturating the target tissue’s receptors and they denature in a short time. It is known that the STX or dinoflagellates 
containing extracts injected or exposed to them, can induce oxidative stress in bivalves, fish, cladocerans and mammals [37,56–58]. 
Activation of the antioxidant system in shrimps exposed to the extracts of G. catenatum in our experiments could also be occurring [59] 
as a response to induction of ROS production. 

4.4. Hepatopancreas 

Hepatopancreas (HP) is one of the most important organs in shrimp and through the different epithelial cell types R-, F- and B-cells, 
is involved in many basic and critical functions for the digestion, detoxification of organic xenobiotics and some heavy metals, ab-
sorption and metabolize of nutrients, storage, and catabolism of energy reserves like lipid globules and glycogen [60,61]. B cells, an 
important component of the HP, are responsible for the production of digestive enzymes, nutrient accumulation, intracellular 
digestion, and transport of digested material [62]. In this study, damages in HP are evident as shown by the tubule’s delamination, 
atrophy, and cell sloughing in HP, and decrease of the B cell height (Fig. 2). These damages are evident even at the lower extract 
exposition (104). Results agree with [59] that observed a critical unbalance between oxidants and antioxidants and that the defense 
mechanism of antioxidants was declined in the Chinese shrimp, Fenneropenaeus chinensis exposed to cells of Alexandrium tamarense 
resulting in peroxidation and apoptosis in the hepatopancreas. It is interesting to note that in Liang et al. experiments, no mortality was 
observed even at 96 h after exposure to 1000 cell of A. tamarense/mL. In this study, mortality initiated 17 h after exposure, which 
suggest that G. catenatum contains a higher concentration of toxic compounds. Although in our work the exposure to the dinoflagellate 
was as disrupted cells and it is known that the activity of the superoxide dismutase (SOD), an indication of the presence of superoxide, 
is higher in lysed cell when comparing them with intact cells [29]. Also, G. catenatum is a high producer of superoxide (59.7 ± 15.2 
cellular chemiluminescence units) only a few units below of some extremely nocive raphidophyte species such as Chattonella marina, 
C. antiqua, and C. globosa [31,42]. 

4.5. Nerve cord 

As part of the nerve system, the nerve cord coordinates neural signaling from the brain to the body and vice versa, integrating 
sensory input and locomotor output. Also, the nervous system is a major source of locally-released peptide paracrines and circulating 
peptide hormones [63] many of them involved in reproductive maturation, mating, spawning, larval and adult growth, as well as 
disease resistance [28]. Nerve cord damage was important in all treatments, but it is more evident in the 106 treatment. This tissue can 
also be affected (targeted) by many bacteria and virus [22,64] and as shown in this study, it is also affected by the cell extract of 
G. catenatum. Interestingly, and according to our experience, the severe loss of nerve cord found in this study, with a reduction of 37% 
in 104 and 105 and 87% in 106 exposure is not comparable as those induced by viral or bacterial infection [65,66]. Additionally, 
saxitoxin and analogs may interfere directly nerve functions by blocking the sodium channels [1]. Therefore, rupture of the nerve cord 
and the PSP blocking effects would result in shrimp sensor and locomotion failure as well as in an unbalance of hormonal associated 
actions. This severe nerve cord loss can be a distinctive damage of the G. catenatum extract. 

4.6. Gills 

Gills are a vital multifunctional organ specialized oxygen and ion exchange tissues that include high surface area lamella and 
extensive vasculature that permits the inhabiting of zones of variable parameters such as estuarine and fresh water [67]. Also, gills are 
involved in xenobiotic uptake/outtake and hypoxia physiological processes [68]. In this study, a decrease of lamella width was found 
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in all treatments with the highest lamellae thinning occurring in the 106 treatment. This gill change could decrease or impair its 
function. Behavioral acts such as surface swimming and approaching to air bubbles and air stones, may be a consequence of the loss of 
the gill functionality (impairment of oxygen transfer) and probably could lead to other organ dysfunctions such as heart failure. The 
possible role of PST in this failure cannot be neglected. Doyle and McMahon [69] showed that tetrodotoxin, a similar channel pore 
blocker toxin [70] as PST, at concentrations of 10− 7 M and above, stopped both heart and ventilatory pumping in animals with a wet 
weight >5 mg of the sand shrimp Metapenaeus ensis. A similar scenario could be occurring in our experiments with shrimps suffering of 
low oxygen uptake which would trigger hyperventilation in gills and carbohydrate metabolism, to maintain the high energy demands 
needed for an increase in the ventilation rate [71]. Thus, G. catentum metabolites could cause gill damage, allowing the entrance of DM 
and, once inside the organism, PST may block heart sodium channels, resulting in the disruption of the process of respiratory gas 
exchange and its distribution to other organs. These effects could induce gill atrophy and the behavioral activities observed. Gill 
damages can also be involved in the entrance of dissolved metabolites into the organism (see below). 

4.7. Muscle 

Muscles are involved in shrimp’s locomotion modes including walking, swimming, and tail-flipping; and are also involved in 
activities as cruising, migration, and foraging [70,72]. Tail-flipping, additionally, provides the highest speed and acceleration and is 
used for escaping predators [73]. A decrease of the area of muscle coverage can be interpreted as a loss of muscle and therefore with an 
impairment of the locomotion modes. In all treatments loss of muscle was comparable and varied between 44.7% and 48.7% with no 
significative differences. This muscle loss conduced to the low swimming capacity (lethargy) and lack of response to gentle disturbance 
observed. These data suggest that muscle is highly susceptible to damaging metabolites from the extract of G. catenatum, in this case 
metabolites targeting the muscle. Loss of almost half of the muscle coverage, in relation to the control, even in the lower extract 
concentration, supports this suggestion. Paralysis due to PST can also contribute to locomotion impairment. 

4.8. Proposed uptake mechanism for PST and other metabolites in shrimp 

In this study, uptake of DM, including PST, by shrimps could be via ingestion and/or through the permeable tissues such as gills and 
skin [7,30,67]. In crustacea, such as shrimp, most of their body is covered by an exoskeleton that is impermeable and composed mainly 
of chitin, as a major component, calcium carbonate, proteins and water that does not allow the flow of organic material [74]. The 
digestive route is also possible, however since the exposure of shrimps to metabolites in this study was by dissolving them in water it 
can be assumed that PST ingestion was not significant. A more plausible route is via gills as it has been suggested to occur in the 
Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) exposed to waterborne PST [75]. 

Litopenaeus vannamei has highly branched gills [76] with a complex morphology [77]. To the best of our knowledge, it is not known 
if L. vannamei has a tight or leaky epithelia in the paracellular route between epithelial cells from the gills. However, L. vannamei grows 
naturally in salinities ranging from 1 to 40 g/L [78], using different osmotic regulation mechanisms such as hyper-osmotic regulation 
at low salinity and hypo-osmotic regulation at high salinities [79]. Therefore, it can be assumed that it osmoregulates with a leaky 
epithelium together with an active ion transport [67]. This leaky epithelium can facilitate the entrance of the dissolved toxins towards 
the circulatory system. Besides the “leaky” characteristics of gills, PST damages on gills could also be facilitating their uptake. Ac-
cording to Ref. [31] and experimenting with an epithelial cell line originating from the gill explant of adult rainbow trout Oncorhynchus 
mykiss, the toxins GTX1-4, B1-2, and STX affected gill cell viability in 30%, 20%, and 10%, respectively. Gill cell viability is also 
potentiated by other metabolites such as polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA), among many others [30,80]. However, these authors 
pointed out that these effects may not be the direct cause of gill cell viability changes, but it may trigger other physiological changes 
that alter their viability, such as ion exchange alteration, causing an increase in membrane permeability that may result in cell death 
through osmotic shock [30]. The dinoflagellate G. catenatum is a high superoxide a producer [31,42], thus, it is plausible to assume that 
waterborne exposition of these metabolites might damage shrimp’s gill membrane and their viability and would favors their intake. 
Once inside the gills, the branchial efferent vessels transporting the oxygenated hemolymph, will carry them to the pericardial sinus 
surrounding the heart and then redistribute them through the hemolymph to other parts of the organism [81]. Thus, according to the 
above stated, PST and other harmful molecules might be uptaken mostly via gills and then transported into to the circulatory system, 
affecting internal organs such as the hearth, muscle, nervous system, and hepatopancreas, as shown in this study. In this last organ, PST 
is mostly accumulated. 

5. Conclusion 

Exposure of shrimps to DM derived from G. catenatum, even at a low concentration, triggers DM entry, possibly via gills, and 
induced tissues damage. These findings, suggest that DM of G. catenatum represent a potential danger for both, cultured and wild 
shrimp of L. vannamei populations. In culture conditions, DM can be introduced through the water inputs, into shrimp culture ponds as 
well as into the hatching laboratories causing nocive effects. For wild populations, exposure to DM would give them a higher 
vulnerability to opportunist predators impacting the survival and recruitment, as well as increasing the risk of transferring toxins to 
other organisms, including humans. 

The limitation of the present study was that only tissue damages and behavioral changes were evaluated. However, in the natural 
marine environments, there are multifaceted stressors that affected the overall organism survival and health. Another limitation was 
that nocive metabolites such as reactive oxygen species, poli-unsaturated fatty acids or other bioactive extracellular compounds were 
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not identified and quantified. The study was limited to determine PST in the different tissues. Future studies must overcome these 
limitations. Also, experimentation with other genetically selected families of shrimps is encouraged. Surely, the generated information 
will help to generalize the role of DM on shrimp damages and mortality leading to a higher understanding of the impact of G. catenatum 
DM metabolites in shrimp. 
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